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• Foreign Minister Mikheil Janelidze attended a conference on Georgia and held meetings in Washington
• Minister of Defence of Ukraine Stepan Poltorak paid an official visit to Georgia
• US Senate Foreign Relations committee approves bill countering Russian actions in Georgia
• Georgian Prime Minister Kvirikashvili: “Today Georgia-China relations are stronger than ever”
• Lithuanian Seimas adopted the Action Plan on Support to Georgia for 2017-2020
• Georgia receives record Foreign Direct Investments in the first quarter of 2017
• MFA published the 1st quarterly report on the Human Rights situation in the occupied regions

POLITICS
Foreign Minister Mikheil Janelidze attended a conference on Georgia and held meetings in Washington
08.06.2017; Washington – Georgian Foreign Minister Mikheil Janelidze paid a visit
to Washington and held meetings with National Security Advisor General McMaster
and Deputy National Security Adviser Ricky Waddell at the White House. At the
meetings discussions focused on US-Georgia bilateral relations. The sides discussed
issues relating to defence, Euro-Atlantic security and territorial integrity of Georgia.
General McMaster highlighted Georgia’s significant contribution towards the
strengthening of Euro-Atlantic security.
Within the framework of the visit Mikheil Janelidze attended first annual conference
on Georgia - “25 Years of US-Georgia Diplomatic Relations" at the Heritage
Foundation, organized by the embassy of Georgia to US in cooperation with The
Heritage Foundation and German Marshall Fund. Minister Janelidze addressed the
audience and stressed that since Georgia regained its independence in 1991 America
has been Georgia’s most dedicated friend and strategic partner.
At the Conference the National Security Advisor to the U.S. Vice President Andrea Thompson spoke about the new
administration’s firm support for Georgia and the priority importance of strategic partnership with Georgia. Georgia is a
"beacon for democracy” and the United States needs to develop more trade with the country, said Congressman Ted Poe.
At the conference Vice President for Research at the Heritage Foundation Kim Holmes highlighted Georgia’s success
over the past 25 years. More: http://e.gov.ge/eigXQ http://e.gov.ge/lHWOS http://e.gov.ge/jIyNH

Minister of Defence of Ukraine Stepan Poltorak paid an official visit to Georgia
07.06.2017; Tbilisi - Minister of Defence of Georgia Levan Izoria hosted his
Ukrainian colleague Stepan Poltorak and expressed concern for the ongoing
developments in Ukraine. Levan Izoria reaffirmed his support towards Ukraine`s
sovereignty and territorial integrity and hoped that peace and order will be regained
in Ukraine. The ministers highlighted the issues of bilateral defence cooperation,
joint military exercises and future prospects of partnership. The joint participation of
Georgian and Ukrainian military servicemen in the multinational exercises planned in
Georgia and Ukraine was among the list of the topics discussed during the meeting.
While in Georgia, Ukrainian Minister met with Prime Minister Giorgi Kvirikashvili. Discussion was on intensive
cooperation of Georgia and Ukraine. Minister Poltorak informed the Prime Minister on the current security situation in the
country and thanked the Government of Georgia for the warm attitude Georgians show to Ukrainians.
The President of Georgia, Giorgi Margvelashvili held a meeting with Minister Poltorak and discussed Georgia-Ukraine
bilateral cooperation in the area of defence and the prospects of further strengthening these relations.
More: http://e.gov.ge/Knzvi http://e.gov.ge/vJkkh

US Senate Foreign Relations committee approves bill countering Russian actions in Georgia
08.06.2017; Washington - The Committee on Foreign Relations of the United
States Senate has approved a bill featuring measures to counter Russian influence
in Europe and Eurasia, including in Georgia. The bill says that the Russian
government continues to ignore the terms of the August 2008 ceasefire agreement
relating to Georgia, which requires the withdrawal of Russian Federation troops,
free access by humanitarian groups to the regions of South Ossetia and Abkhazia,
and monitoring of the conflict areas by the European Union Monitoring Mission.
According to the bill, the US President should call on the government of Russia to withdraw all of its forces from the
territories of Georgia, Ukraine and Moldova. More: http://e.gov.ge/ujeVG

Georgian Prime Minister Kvirikashvili: “Today Georgia-China relations are stronger than ever”
09.06.2017; Tbilisi - A major celebration marking the Georgia-China Friendship
Day and 25 years since the establishment of diplomatic relations between the two
countries has taken place in the centre of Tbilisi. Georgian Prime Minister Giorgi
Kvirikashvili attended the festival where goods produced by Georgian-Chinese
companies were exhibited. "Traditionally, Georgia and China have a friendly
relationship based on the principles of equality, respect and cooperation. Today, the
Georgia-China partnership is stronger than ever”, - Kvirikashvili said. He added
that China is one of the largest trade partners and investors in Georgia.
Prime Minister stressed the importance of the Georgia-China Free Trade Agreement and noted that Georgia is the first
country in the region to have such a deal with China. "I particularly welcome the fact that large Chinese companies have
started activities in Georgia and their number is increasing. Some of them have already been very successful on the
Georgian market”, - he said. More: http://e.gov.ge/PJnKT

Lithuanian Seimas adopted the Action Plan on Support to Georgia for 2017-2020
10.06.2017; Vilnius - The Foreign Affairs and European Affairs Committees of
Lithuanian Seimas developed unprecedented Action Plan on Support to Georgia for
2017-2020. The members of the parliament called on Lithuanian Government to
mobilize expert, political and financial support to assist Georgia in dealing with
challenges and receive clear messages from friends that Georgia is not alone in
reforming and EU integration. The 4-year plan highlights, that support of EU and
NATO integration, foreign political course, territorial integrity and sovereignty and
democratic consolidation of Georgia is in interest of Lithuania.
The document developed by the Committees is comprehensive and provides support to Georgia in EU and NATO
integration, EaP, sovereignty and territorial integrity, EUAA implementation, defense and security, Parliamentary
cooperation, economic relations, accessibility to education, civil society aid etc. “By expressing support for a clear and
sovereign decision of the Georgian society to seek integration into the EU and NATO, the West would prevent Russia
from establishing new “red lines”, – is provided in the document. More: http://e.gov.ge/IlOZQ

ECONOMY
Georgia receives record Foreign Direct Investments in the first quarter of 2017
09.06.2017; Tbilisi - In the first quarter of 2017, the amount of the direct foreign
investment is increased by 3.7% and equals to 403.3 million USD. Reinvestment
rate, which is one of the components of the FDI, is also 3.8 times higher. In the first
quarter of 2017, the largest investments were made in the transport,
communications, real estate and financial sectors.
Minister of Economy and Sustainable Development of Georgia Giorgi Gakharia commented on the preliminary data
published by the GeoStat regarding the direct foreign investments in Georgia, saying that the amount of the direct
investment is increasing in such sectors of economy as transport, construction, communication, trade, development,
financial and other important fields. “Georgia is the only country in the region where the volume of the FDI is growing”,
- the Minister noted. More:http://e.gov.ge/HRTEZ

STATEMENTS
MFA published the 1st quarterly report on the Human Rights situation in the occupied regions
08.06.2017, Tbilisi - The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Georgia in coordination
with various governmental agencies prepared the First Quarterly Report on the
Human Rights Situation in the occupied regions of Georgia for the year 2017. The
Report covers the period from January to March 2017 and reveals human rights
violations in the occupied territories of Georgia.
Gross violations of human rights, including inhuman treatment, arbitrary detention, restrictions of freedom of movement
and mass infringement on property rights as well as restrictions on the right to receive education in the native language
had been reported from the occupied territories in the indicated period. It should be emphasized that during the reporting
period two more crossing points along the occupation line with the Abkhazian region were closed down. The
international community expressed its concern regarding the closure of two additional crossing points and indicated
detrimental implications of the above decision for the freedom of movement and therefore for access of basic services
such as healthcare and education, especially those living in Gali district of the occupied Abkhazian region.
More: http://e.gov.ge/AiRJV

